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Abstract 

 

Djeoromitxí: Notes on Phonology and Simple Noun Phrase Structure 

 

Thiago Pereira Vital de Castro, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Patience Epps 

 

This work presents a proposal for an analysis of phonology and simple noun 

phrase structure of Djeoromitxí language, an endangered Amazonian language spoken by 

about 50 people in Northwest Brazil, in the state of Rondônia at the Brazil-Bolivia 

border. This paper is based on data collected from speakers of two Djeoromitxí villages 

on the Guaporé region (the Ricardo Franco Indian Post and Baía das Onças villages). The 

phonological inventory of Djeoromitxí is composed of 14 consonants, 7 oral and 3 nasal 

vowels. In the simple noun phrase structure section, I define phonological and 

grammatical words in Djeoromitxí. In addition to this, I present an overview of noun 

phrase structures, notes on the morpheme i-, noun properties, nominalization, adjectives, 

adjectival derivation, descriptive morpheme –rü, possession, compounding, noun 

classifiers, diminutive/augmentatives, lexicalization of negation morpheme, number 

marker, demonstratives, personal markers, obligatory possession, and numerals. The 

work presented here is an attempt to provide a linguistic description of an endangered 

language of Amazonia. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

The Djeoromitxí language is an endangered indigenous language spoken in 

Northwest Brazil, in the state of Rondônia on the Brazil-Bolivia border (see Map 1). The 

Djeoromitxí people are known by Westerners as “Jabutí” (meaning “tortoise” in 

Portuguese), which may be a misunderstanding of the word txawiti in Makuráp (‘other 

Indians - unknown/wild’). According to van der Voort (2008) Djeoromitxí has the 

alternative name Kipiu (or Quipiú), but this name may refer to a traditional Djeoromitxí 

subgroup, from information based on Snethlage’s recording from 1934. Maldi (1991) 

affirms that the Djeoromitxí refer to themselves by names such as ‘urikyra’re 

(‘inhabitants of a valley), kunõny’rø  and kunõmbi’ro (‘a species of ant’). Many elder 

Indians from the Guaporé region claim that the kurupu were a group who spoke a very 

similar language to Djeoromitxí. The Arikipú refer to the Djeoromitxí as kurupe (‘other 

Indians’). Although Jabutí is the non-indigenous term for Djeoromitxí, most of the 

linguistic literature uses Jabutí to refer to the family composed by the Djeoromitxí and 

the Arikapú. 

According to van der Voort (2008), the Djeoromitxí are distributed in two official 

indigenous lands: T.I. Rio Branco and T.I. Guaporé. Most of the Djeoromitxí people live 

in four villages of T.I. Guaporé: Ricardo Franco Indian Post  (Posto Indígena Ricardo 

Franco), Coca Bay (Baía da Coca), Rica Bay (Baía Rica) and Jaguar Bay (Baía das 

Onças). According to a census performed by FUNASA1 in 2011, the Djeoromitxí have a 

total of 204 people. The Djeoromitxí share the area with 9 other ethnic groups, who speak 

                                                 
1 All demographic information in this thesis is extracted from Fundação Nacional de Saúde – Departamento 

de Saúde Indígena. Retrieved from http://sis.funasa.gov.br 
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distinct (and largely unrelated) languages
2
: Aruá, Wayurú, Makuráp, Tuparí, Kanoê, 

Aikanã, Arikapú, Wari’, and Kuyubí. 

 

 

Figure 1: Map: Location of Djeoromitxí people (Source: Google Maps). 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: this Chapter introduces 

general information about the language as sociolinguistic situation, contact history, 

genetic affiliation, previous works on the language of the Jabutí family, and a brief 

summary of grammatical features of Djeooromitxí. Chapter 2 presents the phonology of 

the language (consonants, vowels, analytical issues on nasality, syllable structure, 

phonotactics, stress, morphophonology, and writing system). Chapter 3 discusses the 

definition of phonological and grammatical word in Djeoromitxí. Chapter 4 shows an 

overview of noun phrase structure, notes on the morpheme i-, nouns, and nominalization. 

                                                 
2 Most of these languages are endangered and not spoken on a daily basis. Arikapú, for instance, has only 

one speaker. 
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Chapter 5 deals with modifiers in simple noun phrases (adjectives, adjectival derivation, 

descriptive morpheme –rü, possession, compounding, noun classifiers, diminutive/ 

augmentatives, lexicalization of the negation morpheme, and the number marker). 

Chapter 6 presents demonstratives, personal markers, obligatory possession, and 

numerals. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. 

 

1.1 Sociolinguistic situation 

As stated in the previous section, Djeoromitxí is spoken in contact with other 

languages. Various factors including frequent interaction with other groups, interethnic 

marriage and contact with the non-Indian community have led most of the indigenous 

people to speak more Portuguese than their mother language, leading to the 

endangerment of Djeoromitxí. In the village of Ricardo Franco (population 391), for 

example, there are nine different indigenous groups, each with its own language and 

cultural practices. These languages can be classified as: (i) Tupi stock, Tuparí family: 

Makuráp, Wayurú, and Tuparí; (ii) Macro-Jê stock, Jabutí family: Djeoromitxí and 

Arikapú; (iii) Txapakúra: Oro Nao and Kuyubí, (iv) isolated languages: Kanoê and 

Aikanã.  

According to Silva (2007) this linguistic diversity of languages and language 

families in the same community is favorable to the superimposition of languages. 

Nowadays, this interaction has facilitated the death of many languages, especially those 

spoken by smaller groups, which have few chances to use their language outside the 

villages or even within the family context. While older members of these communities 

still can speak their respective indigenous languages, the younger generations mostly just 

understand them. Instead, the young people typically use only Portuguese, the lingua 
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franca of the community. Furthermore, at the indigenous school in Ricardo Franco, the 

only indigenous languages taught are Djeoromitxí and Makuráp because there are 

teachers who speak these languages. The other languages are not part of the curriculum.  

However, despite being the major indigenous language in the community and one 

of the few indigenous languages of instruction, Djeoromitxí is highly endangered. 

Currently, there are about 50 Djeoromitxí speakers; most of them are more than 35 years 

old and do not speak it on a day-to-day basis. There is only one elderly person who is 

almost monolingual in Djeoromitxí.  

As previously mentioned, the Djeoromitxí people live in four villages. In the 

remainder of this section I briefly detail the Djeoromitxí situation in three of the four 

villages (Ricardo Franco, Baía da Coca and Baía das Onças), excluding Baía Rica, as it 

essentially only has one Djeoromitxí family. Silva (2007) claims that although 

Djeoromitxí is the major indigenous language in the Ricardo Franco village, it is not 

always used in the family context where children can have a father who speaks one 

language and a mother and/or grandparents who speak another. In this situation, children 

often speak a little of one language and understand another one, or speak only Portuguese 

and understand the indigenous language spoken by the family. In spite of the current 

endangered linguistic situation, these children still hear all the languages spoken in the 

village, even those spoken by the smaller indigenous groups. This remains possible given 

moments, such as in collective work, where the exchange of words of different languages 

is favored, demonstrating that these languages are still alive and surviving.  

Of the 150 inhabitants of the village of Baía da Coca (data from FUNASA), the 

resident Djeoromitxí population comprises 30% of the community. The majority of the 
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population is Makuráp, making their language the dominant indigenous language. 

However, as in Ricardo Franco, the lingua franca is Portuguese.  

The Baía das Onças village, with a population of 124 people, where the 

Djeoromitxí also live, presents a parallel situation to that of Ricardo Franco. It is 

inhabited by various indigenous groups, the majority group being Djeoromitxí. Similarly, 

the Djeoromitxí language is mainly used by the older generation and the generation 

immediately following, while young people speak more Portuguese. In the school of this 

village the only indigenous language taught is Djeoromitxí. 

In addition, the language is not being transmitted to the younger generations; 

however, its description and documentation can provide relevant data to the typological 

inventory of languages of the world. Furthermore, it is possible to use documentation of 

the Djeoromitxí language and culture as a source of ethnographic data. 

 

1.2 Contact history 

According to van der Voort (2008), the Djeoromitxí people had sporadic 

encounters with explorers between the 17
th

 and 19
th

 centuries. In the early decades of the 

20
th

 century the contact with non-indigenous people intensified. Rubber “barons” settled 

“barracões” (trading posts where products extracted from the rainforest were stored) on 

the Branco, Mekens, Colorado and Corumbiara Rivers. These entrepreneurs recruited 

indigenous people to extract rubber from the rainforest, offering metal axes and other 

non-traditional goods in return. The relationship between the barons and the indigenous 

groups proved exploitive, and in numerous cases, fatal for the individuals of the native 

communities. These outsiders caused many indigenous deaths mainly due to the 

introduction of diseases, for which Indians lacked any immunological resistance. 
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Still, according to van der Voort (2008), in the 1930s the government started to 

reorganize indigenous settlements (as “colonies”), transferring them to the land 

contemporarily known as T.I. Guaporé (official indigenous land) on the Guaporé River, 

right above the confluence with the Mamoré River. In this land Indians had to work under 

woeful conditions, leading many of them to try to escape to their original land (on the 

Branco, Corumbiara and Pimenta Bueno Rivers). Van der Voort (2008) affirms that 

during most of the 20th century, many of the remaining indigenous groups from the 

Guaporé region were moved to the officially delimited indigenous lands of T.I. Rio 

Branco and T.I. Guaporé, where most of the Arikapú and Djeoromitxí live nowadays. 

 

1.3 Djeoromitxí genetic affiliation 

According to Ribeiro and van der Voort (2010), one of the first references to the 

Jabutí family in the literature appeared in Rivet (1953), which, based on 100 words, 

classified the family as a Chibchan language. Loukotka (1963; 1968), in two language 

classification works, having as its base a short comparative list, considered this family as 

an isolated family. Based on an even smaller list, Nimuendajú (2000 [1935]) and 

Greenberg (1987) grouped the Jabutí family in the Macro-Jê stock.  

More recently, after considering more complete data sets, Ribeiro and van der 

Voort (2010) provide more convincing evidence that the Jabutí family is indeed a Macro-

Jê language. The discovery of this genetic relationship was predicated on lexical, 

phonological and grammatical evidence, and challenged previous ideas about the 

prehistory of Macro-Jê peoples, who were not thought to have lived so far west in 

Amazonia. 
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Since only a few elderly Djeoromitxí recall the traditional culture and the words 

associated with it, it is urgent to document this traditional knowledge as quickly as 

possible. From these interactions, we can better understand what traditional life was like 

for Macro-Jê groups in Amazonia. Moreover, this work is essential to the eventual 

reconstruction of Proto-Macro-Jê, and the subsequent evidence it will provide for 

prehistory. 

 

1.4 Previous work on the languages of the Jabutí family 

Ribeiro and van der Voort (2010) report that a Jabutí language was first 

documented in 1914 by Percy Harrison Fawcett, an English colonel who carried out an 

expedition at that time to the eastern tributaries of the upper Rio Branco, at the Brazil-

Bolivia border area. He recorded 100 words of a language referred to as Mashubi, whose 

speakers he apparently was the only non-indigenous outsider to meet. This language is 

considered in most of the literature as an extinct language of the Jabutí family (Loukotka 

1963, 1968; Campbell 1997; Dixon and Aikhenvald 1999, cited by Ribeiro & van der 

Voort, 2010). Franz Caspar (1955a, 1955b), who also collected data from Arikapú and 

Djeoromitxí, considers Mashubí to be a dialect of Arikapú. The latter was also first 

documented by Fawcett in the 1910s (Rivet, 1953). 

According to Ribeiro and van der Voort (2010), in the 1930s Emil Snethlage 

undertook an expedition to the Guaporé region, visiting many indigenous groups who 

lived in Rio Branco. He collected several materials as objects (from the material culture), 

wax rolls containing music recordings, photos, and film3. It was Snethlage who provided 

                                                 
3 Since 2006, Gleice Mere, a Brazilian journalist/photographer, has been in contact with the family of this 

researcher to assist her in the process of systematization and scanning of manuscripts and other information 
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Nimuendajú with wordlists, which led the latter to consider the Jabutí family as related to 

Jê languages. Loukotka (1963), using Snethlage’s lists, classified the Jabutí family 

(composed of Arikapú, Mashubi, and Djeoromitxí) as an isolated family. In the 1960s 

Campbell (1968) collected another Djeoromitxí wordlist. Rodrigues (1986) also presents 

this family as isolated. Greenberg (1987) assumed Nimuendajú’s classification for the 

Jabutí family; however, the assumption of this linguistic family as part of the Macro-Jê 

stock was not extensively accepted by the linguistic community because many scholars 

considered that Greenberg’s language classifications present some shortcomings.  

In the 1980s, the Guaporé region was visited by many anthropologists and 

linguists, among them the anthropologist Maldi (1991) who collected many wordlists and 

traditional stories from several indigenous groups, including Arikapú and Djeoromitxí. In 

the same decade Moore (1988) collected some comparative wordlists from the languages 

of the region. Afterward, Nádia Pires started her linguistic studies of Djeoromitxí that 

produced her master’s thesis (Pires, 1992), which provides a basic description of 

segmental phonology, morphology and syntax under the Government and Binding theory, 

literacy materials (Pires, Jabuti, and Jabuti 1994, 1995), and one paper (Pires 1998), 

which deals with passive, transitive and intransitive constructions.  

In the 2000s, Hein van der Voort carried out fieldwork on Arikapú with the only 

two remaining speakers of the latter alive at that time (now there remains only one), and 

did some work on Djeoromitxí. His work concluded with the reconstruction of the Jabutí 

family and subsequent comparison with Macro-Jê stock languages (van der Voort, 2007; 

Ribeiro and van der Voort, 2010). Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that there is one 

                                                                                                                                                 
of the collection. After several unsuccessful attempts to obtain financial aid for the publication she is still 

looking for support. 
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dictionary in Arikapú (Ribeiro, R., 2008) and one in Djeoromitxí (Ribeiro, M., 2008). 

Both works contain a basic phonological analysis of each language. Silva (2007) 

discusses the sociolinguistic environment in which Djeoromitxí is spoken and its 

endangerment situation. Finally, Ribeiro and van der Voort (2010) provided a 

grammatical overview of Djeoromitxí and Arikapú in order to reconstruct the Jabutí 

family and compare it to the Macro-Jê languages. 

In spite of the existence of these works on Djeoromitxí, most of the language 

description still needs to be done. In this thesis, I present the phonological system and 

morphosyntactic patterns of the simple noun phrase structure. The research presented 

here is based on fieldwork trips to the Ricardo Franco Indian Post and Baía das Onças 

villages performed between December 2007 and summer 2011, which also included the 

production of several CDs and DVDs of language documentation. The corpus used in this 

thesis includes about 1600 words (from wordlists) and six transcribed and partially 

analyzed texts, whose duration totals 45-50 minutes.  

This work will not describe linguistic features outside of phonology and the 

simple noun phrase structure, but I summarize some general grammatical features of the 

language. Djeoromitxí presents postpositions and it tends to be more an isolating 

language, although some bound morphemes exist. The word formation processes in the 

language are compounding, affixation (including derivational morphemes), and noun 

classifiers. The present and past tenses do not appear to be morphologically marked in 

verbs, whereas the future does.  

The basic word order is SVO, and in interrogative sentences a question particle is 

added at the end or at the beginning. There is ergative alignment in the person marking 
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paradigm. Lexical NPs, however, show nominative-accusative alignment determined by 

word order.  

New contributions of this work in relation to the previous works are the 

discussion of nasal consonants and nasal vowels, definitions of grammatical and 

phonological words, the treatment of the morphemes i- and -rü, and discussions of 

compounding, noun classifiers, number marking, obligatory possession, and numerals. 

The topics other than those present in this paper are basically a revision with some 

additional explanations.  
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Chapter 2:  Djeoromitxí Phonology 

This chapter presents an overview of Djeoromitxí phonology. First, it deals with 

the inventories of consonants and vowel phonemes, indicating their phonetic realization. 

The following subsections discuss consonants, vowels, analytical issues in nasality, 

morphophonology, stress, syllable, and the practical writing system.  

 

2.1 Consonants 

 

2.1.1 Inventory 

Djeoromitxí has 14 contrasting consonants whose inventory is given in Table 1. 

 

 Bilabial Alveolar Velar Glottal 

voiceless stop p        t         k            

voiced stop b d   

Nasal          m           n   

Tap           ɾ   

Fricative          β   h 

Affricate ps     bz tʃ      dʒ   

Table 1: Djeoromitxí consonants inventory 

 Except for the voiceless bilabial stop (/p/) and the alveolar nasal (/n/), the 

Djeoromitxí phonemes do not vary their phonetic realization according to the 

environment. The voicing feature, place and manner of articulation are kept despite the 
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presence of other segments with different phonetic features. For instance, the segment /k/, 

which does not have a voiced counterpart, never changes to a voiced velar stop (/ɡ/). 

 

A. Voiceless stops 

The segment /p/ occurs before unrounded vowels (/i/, /ɛ/, /a/, /ə/).  

 

(2.1) /piti/ ‘a species of cicada’ 

/pɛdʒʉ/ ‘elder’ 

/kupa/ ‘moon’ 

/kəpə/ ‘piquiá (a fruit)’ 

 

 The segment [pɸ] or [ɸ] is an allophone of /p/ that occurs before rounded vowels 

(/ʉ/, /u/, /o/, /õ/). 

 

(2.2) /pupu/  [pɸuˈpɸu] ‘a species of frog’ 

/kupʉ/  [kuˈpɸʉ] ‘woodland; forest’ 

/hipo/  [hiˈpɸo] ‘animal’ 

/põ/  [pɸõ] ‘grandson’ 

 

The segment /t/ is always realized as a voiceless stop. 

 

(2.3) /takahõ/ ‘stone; gravel’ 

/tʉɾʉ/ ‘day’ 

/təɾo/ ‘husband’ 
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/tuiɾi/ ‘a species of bee’ 

/tõo/ ‘a species of armadillo’ 

/tɛtɛno/ ‘pepper’ 

/tɛkati/ ‘quatipuru (species of Amazonian squirrel)’ 

/kʉto/ ‘a species of monkey’ 

/itĩ/ ‘to thread’ 

 

The segment /k/ is always realized as a voiceless stop. 

 

(2.4) /kidʒi/ ‘dirty’ 

/kuhɛni/ ‘fly (insect)’ 

/kakə/ ‘skin (fruit peel)’ 

/kəkəhɛ/ ‘white-tipped dove’ 

/akɛnɛ/ ‘pannier’ 

/nikʉ/ ‘cacique (indigenous chief)’ 

/pako/ ‘woman’ 

/bokõ/ ‘black fly’ 

 

B. Voiced stops 

 The segment /b/ is always realized as a voiced stop. 

 

(2.5) /bitə/ ‘grey tinamou (nambu)’ 

/bɛɾɛtʃɛ/ ‘bat’ 

/baɾɛɾa/ ‘butterfly peacock bass (tucunaré)’ 
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/bʉɾʉɾʉ/ ‘a kind of arrow (to kill birds)’ 

/bəɾʉ/ ‘jar’ 

/kabu/ ‘to be unripe; to be young’ 

/hibo/ ‘japó (an animal)’ 

 

The segment /d/ is always realized as a voiced stop. 

 

(2.6) /dudu/ ‘to walk’ 

/idotɛ/ ‘new’ 

/kudi/ ‘deer’ 

/nonoda/ ‘to move’ 

/βaodʉ/ [βaodʉ] ~ [βaudʉ] ‘sloth’ 

 

C. Nasals 

The phoneme /n/ is in free variation with [] before /i/, probably due to Portuguese 

influence; this allophonic process is present in most Brazilian Portuguese variants. 

 

(2.7) /na/ ‘third person pronoun’ 

/niβɛ/ ‘a kind of poisoning liana’ 

/nɛdʒu/ ‘here’ 

/noko/ ‘to eat’ 

/nɛɾuhõ/ ‘mahogany (wood)’ 

/hõnɛɾu/ ‘oil lamp’ 

/iɾənɛ/ ‘one more’ 
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/kuni/ [kuĩ] ~ [kunĩ] ‘porcupine’ 

/ono/ ‘ouricuri (the uricury syagrus palm)’ 

 

The segment /m/ is illustrated in (2.8). 

 

(2.8) /ma/ ‘kind of clay; Negative answer in polar questions; future particle’ 

/mioɾo/ ‘woodpecker’ 

/mɛdʒʉ/ ‘good; delicious’ 

/kamʉtĩ/ ‘to push’ 

/komɛ/ ‘peanut’ 

 

D. Liquid 

The segment /ɾ/ is the only liquid sound present in the language and it does not 

occur word-initially.  

 

(2.9) /bɛɾɛtʃɛ/ ‘bat’ 

/kuɾabi/ ‘urucum (bixa orellana)’ 

/mɛɾəbi/ ‘jararaca (a poisonous snake)’ 

/haɾɛɾu/ ‘butterfly’ 

/tɛɾi/ ‘Brazilian agouti’ 

/hiɾʉ/ ‘owl’ 

/paɾo/ ‘chicken’ 
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E. Fricatives 

The segment /β/ varies freely with [w] mainly between vowels.  

 

(2.10) /βatʃiɾi/ [βatʃiɾi] ~ [watʃiɾi] ‘seven-stars’ 

/βɛ βɛ / ‘a species of monkey’ 

/aβoɾa/ ‘hurricane’ 

/kəβi/ [kəβi] ~ [kəwi] ‘dance’ 

/ɛɾuβɛ/ ‘parrot’ 

/tɛβə/ ‘bow (flexible strip with string attached)’ 

 

- /h/ 

(2.11) /hɛkaɾi/ ‘back (body)’ 

/hapõ/ ‘left (opposite to right)’ 

/hʉtɛ/ ‘to grow’ 

/hətɛ/ ‘to be hot’ 

/hõani/ ‘leave (part of plant)’ 

/hubə/ ‘talk; conversation’ 

/hoɾo/ ‘blue-bird’ 

/pahɛɾi/ ‘wild pig’ 

/nɛɾuhõ/ ‘mahogany (wood)’ 

/tõhĩ/ ‘name’ 

/bzihi/ ‘a species of monkey’ 

/tõĩhɛ / ‘to want’ 
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F. Affricates 

The affricates /bz/ and /ps/ occur only before /i/. 

 

(2.12) /bziɾɛ/ ‘monkey’ 

/bziɾu/ ‘water’ 

/dʒɛbzi/ ‘full; flood’ 

/psihɛ/ ‘to get married’ 

/kʉpsi/ ‘wild rabbit’ 

/nitopsi/ ‘to fart’ 

 

- /tʃ/ 

(2.13) /tʃɛɾɛɾɛ/ ‘termite’ 

/tʃaõ/ ‘skate (flat fish)’ 

/tʃoɾi/ ‘fish eagle’ 

/tʃɛ  βɛ / ‘red-shouldered macaw’ 

/tʃitʃika/ ‘tick (insect)’ 

/ʉtʃʉɾʉ/ ‘white-throated tinamou’ 

/katətʃu/ ‘newborn’ 

/patʃĩ / ‘mosquito’ 

 

- /dʒ/ 

(2.14) /dʒiɾi/ ‘child’ 

/dʒɛbzi/ ‘full; flood’ 

/dʒoi/ ‘cinereous tinamou’ 
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/padʒihõ/ ‘kind of vegetable used in snuff (angico)’ 

/bɛkidʒi/ ‘sugar-cane’ 

/tõdʒɛ/ ‘head-louse’ 

/mɛdʒʉ/ ‘good; delicious’ 

/kadʒu/ ‘coconut borer’ 

/todʒo/ ‘crooked’ 

 

2.1.2 Evidence for phonological contrasts 

In this subsection, the major phonological contrasts are illustrated by minimal (or 

near minimal) pairs in Djeoromitxí, as shown in (2.15-2.27). 

 

(2.15) /b/ : /p/ 

/piɾɛ/ ‘macaw’ 

/biɾɛ/ ‘taióba (a plant)’ 

/piɾo/ ‘language; talk’ 

/biɾo/ ‘black’ 

 

(2.16) /p/ : /ps/ 

/pitʃɛ/ ‘fire’ 

/psihɛ / ‘younger brother’ 

 

(2.17) /b/ : /bz/ 

/bitə/ ‘bird (gen. name)’ 

/bzita/ ‘over; finished’ 
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(2.18) /ps/ : /bz/ 

/psihi/ ‘bad; ugly’ 

/bzihi/ ‘a species of monkey’ 

 

(2.19) /t/ : /d/ 

/kuti/ ‘smooth’ 

/kudi/ ‘deer’ 

 

(2.20) /t/ : /tʃ/ 

/kuti/ ‘smooth’ 

/kutʃi/ ‘a species of cicada’ 

 

(2.21) /t/ : /ɾ/ 

/piti/ ‘a species of cicada’ 

/ipiɾi/ ‘to yank; to uproot’ 

 

(2.22) /t/ : /n/ 

/hotõ/ ‘grandfather’ 

/hono/ ‘parents; to know’ 

 

(2.23) /tʃ/ : /dʒ/ 

/patʃi/ ‘mosquito’ 

/padʒi/ ‘smoke (tobacco)’ 
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(2.24) /d/ :/dʒ/ 

/doɾikʉ/ ‘clean’ 

/dʒoɾi/ ‘curly’ 

 

(2.25) /d/ : /ɾ/ 

/kudi/ ‘deer’ 

/kuɾi/ ‘to walk on something, such as a log’ 

 

(2.26) /ɾ/ : /h/ 

/biɾɛ/ ‘taióba (a plant)’ 

/bihɛ/ ‘to get back’ 

 

The pairs for /b/ : /m/ and /d/ : /n/ presented here are a proposal of minimal pairs. 

Nasal consonants and nasal vowel are still an unresolved issue in Djeoromitxí, which will 

be discussed in § 2.3. 

 

(2.27) /bɛ/ ‘bee’ 

/mɛ/ ‘snake’ 

/ba/ ‘to dawn’ 

/ma/ ‘future marker; particle of second position; kind of clay’ 

/bɛdʒɛ/ ‘wasp’ 

/mɛdʒʉ/ ‘good’ 

/kudi/ ‘deer’ 

/kuni/ ‘thorn’ 
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Ribeiro, M. (2008) presents one phoneme more than is presented here. She 

considers /ʔ/ to be a phoneme. According to her, /ʔ/ contrasts with /ħ/ and /k/ as in /ʔɛ/ : 

/ħɛ/ (/ʔɛ/ meaning ‘demon’ and /ħɛ/ ‘to call’) and /ki/ : /ʔi/ (/ki/ meaning ‘to carry’and /ʔi/ 

‘liquid’). In the research presented here, there is no evidence found in the data set for 

such a claim. The segment [ʔ] is a phone usually inserted between vowels (usually the 

same vowel, as in 2.28) and sometimes before vowels in word-initial position,4 as in 

(2.29). Ribeiro and Van der Voort (2010) state that [ʔ] is optional at the juncture of two 

vowel phonemes. 

 

(2.28) [tɛɛ] ~ [tɛˀɛ] ‘nephew/niece’ 

[tõo]~ [tõˀo] ‘armadillo’ 

[oo] ~ [oˀo] ‘wind’ 

 

(2.29) [ˀipɛ] ‘to pull or tear away from, to uproot’ 

 

2.2 Vowels 

 

2.2.1 Inventory 

Djeoromotxí has 10 contrasting vowels, 7 oral (Table 02) and 3 nasal (Table 03). 

 

 

                                                 
4 This type of occurrence was found only in one speaker’s speech. This suggests that the glottal stop 

involves speaker variation. 
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 Front Central Back 

Close i      ʉ      u 

Close-mid               ə      o 

Open-mid                ɛ   

Open                         a    

Table 2: Oral vowels inventory. 

 Table 3 displays the nasal vowel inventory found in the data set. It is more of a 

proposal than a well-established conclusion. This inventory will be discussed in § 2.2.3.1, 

and the relation between nasal consonant and nasal vowel will be discussed in § 2.3. 

 

 

 Front Central Back 

Close ĩ   

Close-mid       ẽ       õ 

Open-mid        

Open                            

Table 3: Nasal vowels inventory. 

 

2.2.2 Phonetic realization 

The phonemes /i/ and /a/ do not vary their quality much and are consistent across 

contexts. 

 

(2.30) /bihɛ/ ‘to come back’ 

/iɾadʒi/ ‘thin’ 

/kuti/ ‘smooth’ 
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(2.31) /adʒɛ/ ‘independent pronoun – 2SG’ 

/pahɛ/ ‘wild pig’ 

/bziɾa/ ‘wolf fish (traíra)’ 

 

The vowel /ɛ/ has [e] as a free variant usually in a non-stressed syllable. The 

segment /ɛ/ is considered an underlying form due to the higher occurrence of [ɛ] in the 

data set. 

 

(2.32) /oɾɛka/ [oɾɛˈka] ~ [oɾeˈka] ‘burr of Brazil nut’ 

/bɛdʒɛ/ [bɛˈdʒɛ] ~ [beˈdʒɛ] ~ *[beˈdʒe] ‘wasp’ 

/bɛ/ [bɛ] ~ *[be] ‘bee’ 

 

The vowel /ʉ/ varies freely with [ø].  

 

(2.33) /hʉbi/ [hʉbi] ~ [høbi] ‘pain’ 

 

In some instances, [u] is a free variant of /o/, mainly when the latter sound is at 

the end of a word, as in (2.34). This variation might be due to Portuguese influence, in 

which this variation is a conditioned process. These segments are contrastive as in (2.35). 

 

(2.34) /pako/ [pako] ~ [paku] ‘woman’ 

(2.35) /iko/ ‘to eat’ 

/ku/ ‘tree’ 
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The segment /u/ is often pronounced as [w] when preceded by another vowel in 

fast speech, as in (2.36).This change does not occur when /u/ is the last/stressed syllable, 

as in (2.37). 

 

(2.36) /ha.u.ˈɾɛ/ [haw.ˈɾɛ] ‘species of lizard’ 

(2.37) /ha.ˈu/ [ha.ˈu] ‘lizard’ 

 

2.2.3 Evidence for phonological contrasts 

 

2.2.3.1 Nasal vowels 

For nasal vowels, I did not find many examples contrasting an oral vowel and its 

nasal correspondent. However, the data set seems to provide enough evidence for 

claiming nasal vowel phonemes based on the lack of a conditioning environment for their 

occurrence, in addition to the few contrasting pairs that were found. For instance, 

although a contrastive sound was not found with the segment /ẽ/, this sound is considered 

to be a phoneme because there is no conditioning evidence (at least synchronically) for 

vowel nasalization in words such as /βẽβẽ/ ‘black-headed night monkey’; the vowels 

cannot be nasalized by an adjacent nasal consonant. The equivalent oral vowel can occur 

in a very similar context as in /hʉβɛβɛ/ ‘relative (family)’. Ribeiro, M. (2008) presents as 

a contrasting pair /ˀnɛ/ ‘species of bee’ and /ˀnɛ /5
 ‘older brother’. This pair was found as 

[nɛ ] for both words in the data set used for this report. Examples (2.38-2.39) illustrate 

contrasting pairs involving nasal consonants.  

                                                 
5 Ribeiro’s (2008) transcription. 
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(2.38) /o/ : /õ/ - /i-to/ ‘flour’ 

/i-tõ/ ‘fat (noun)’ 

(2.39) /i/ : /ĩ/ - /hi/ ‘to shoot’ 

/hĩ/ ‘to gather’ 

 

2.2.3.2 Oral vowels 

 Table 4 shows the contrasting pairs involving oral vowels.
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 /i/ /a/ /ə/ /ʉ/ /o/ /u/ 

/i/  /pitʃi/ ‘dirty, bad’ 
/patʃi/ ‘dark; 
night’ 

 /dʒiɾi/ ‘kid’ 
/dʒiɾʉ/ ‘cinnamon’ 

/iti/ ‘vegetal fat’ 

/ito/ ‘rotten’ 

 

/ɛ/ /psihɛ/ ‘to get 
married’ 

/psihi/ ‘bad’ 
/pitʃɛ/ 
‘matchstick’ 

/pitʃi/ ‘dirty, bad’ 

/bɛ/ ‘bee’ 
/ba/ ‘to.dawn’ 

/tɛβə/ ‘bow 
(flexible strip with 

string attached )’ 

/təβə/ ‘comb’ 
/pɛɾi/ ‘corica (a 
species of 

Amazonian bird)’ 

/pəɾi/ ‘flea’ 

/hɛ/ ‘bake, grill’ 
/hʉ/ ‘first person 
singular’ 

/oɾɛka/ ‘Brazil nut 
fruit (ouriço da 
castanha)’  
/oɾoka/ ‘Adam’s 
apple’ 

 

/bɛ/ ‘bee’ 

/bu/ ‘cará (a kind of 
tuber vegetable)’ 

 

/a/ /hapo/ ‘left (opp. 
to right)’ 

/hipo/ ‘animal’ 
/patʃi/ ‘dark;night’ 
/pitʃi/ ‘dirty, bad’ 

 /hõka/ ‘eye’ 
/hõkə/ ‘vine’ 

  /ika/ ‘round’ 

/iku/ ‘wood’ 

 

/ə/ /ibə/ ‘liver’ 
/bi/ ‘genipap’ 

/ibə/ ‘liver’ 
/ba/ ‘to.dawn’  

 /hətɛ/ ‘to heat’ 
/hʉtɛ/ ‘to grow’ 
 

/kukə/ ‘cloth’ 
/kuka/ ‘fruit’ 
 

/əɾɛ/ ‘cut’ 
/uɾɛ/ ‘a species of 
owl’ 

/o/   /oɾɛ/ ‘laid down; 
Brazil nut’ 

/əɾɛ/ ‘to cut’ 

   

/u/    /kuɾo/ ‘rolinha’ 

/kʉɾo/ ‘pajé’ 
/ku/ ‘tree’ 

/iko/  ‘to.eat’ 
 

Table 4: Contrasting oral vowels.
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2.3 Analytical issues of nasality 

In Ribeiro and Van der Voort’s (2010) analysis there are 12 phonemes, because 

they do not consider /b/ and /d/ as phonemes. They affirm: “The distribution of [b] and 

[d] versus [m] and [n] appears to be largely complementary, [b] and [d] occurring 

basically only before oral vowels, and [m] and [n] before either nasal or oral vowels” 

(Ribeiro and Van der Voort, 2010: 532). However, it would be questionable to claim a 

complementary distribution that allows an oral vowel to occur after nasal consonants, so 

the analysis they present appears to be inconsistent. 

Although Pires (1992) considers /d/ and /n/ as contrastive phonemes, her minimal 

pair for this phoneme is a Djeoromitxí word /noko/ ‘to eat’ and a Makurap one /doko/ 

‘electric eel’. So it is not an appropriate claim for a minimal pair. 

The analysis presented here (also by Pires, 1992 and Ribeiro, M., 2008) proposes 

that /m/, /b/, /n/, and /d/ are possible phonemes. Here it is tentatively considered that 

when there is a nasal consonant and a nasal vowel, it is the vowel which assimilates the 

nasality of the consonant. The data collected for this report suggest that the nasal vowels 

after a nasal consonant are free variants of the nasal consonant + oral vowel pattern, i.e. it 

varies in the speech of a single speaker. The spectrogram, in Figure 2, presents the word 

/miɾi/ ‘on the ground’ uttered by the same speaker. 
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Figure 2: Spectrogram of the word /miɾi/. 

In Figure 2, the two squared parts in the spectrogram correspond to the syllable 

/mi/. The token on the left shows that the segment [i] is not nasalized, since the F2 of the 

nasal consonant [m] (circled in the figure) does not go through the neighboring vowel [i], 

whereas in the token on the right the F2 (circled in the figure) shows some nasal airflow 

that goes into part of the vowel [ĩ], result of coarticulation, i.e. it represents the velum 

closure following the lip opening. 

Based on this particular evidence, the vowels in /mɛ/ (‘snake’) and /ma/ (‘future 

marker; particle of second position; kind of clay’), presented in (2.27), were considered 

oral vowels, as noticeable in the spectrogram of /mɛ/. Figure 3 is the spectrogram for /mɛ/ 

(‘snake’). 
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Figure 3: Spectrogram of the word /mɛ/ 

 

As can be seen in Figure 3, the F2 of the nasal sound (circled in the figure) does 

not continue into the vowel [ɛ]. The same criterion was used to define the oral status of 

[ɛ] after the /n/ sound in the word /nɛɾu/ (a species of snake), whose spectrogram is 

displayed in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Spectrogram of the word / nɛɾu/ 

 

In Figure 4, the F2 of the consonant [n] (circled in the figure) does not go through 

the vowel segment [ɛ]. However, the status of /n/ as possible phoneme is even less 
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decisive than /m/, because the only possible minimal pair found in the data set involving 

/n/ : /d/ was with a nasalized /i/ after /n/ as in (2.40). 

 

(2.40) /kudi/ ‘deer’ 

/kuni/ [kunĩ] ‘thorn’ 

 

Due to the possible variation between oral and nasal vowels after consonant 

vowels, it is difficult to determine if in cases where a nasal vowel was detected there is 

really a nasal pair (consonant + vowel) or a nasal consonant + oral vowel phonologically. 

Due to this particular difficulty, I consider as nasal vowels those present in an 

environment where there is no nasal consonant, i.e. where it is clear that the nasality is 

not from an adjacent consonant, as in (2.41). The only vowels found in such contexts are 

/ĩ/, /ẽ/, and /õ/.  

 

(2.41) /ihõpĩ/ ‘warrior’ 

/kəhĩ/ ‘scratch’ 

/βẽβẽ/ ‘black-headed night monkey’ 

/nɛɾuhõ/ ‘mahogany (wood)’ 

 

The segment [ã] (actually [   ) without contact with a nasal consonant was found in 

two unconvincing examples, [bzitã] (‘finished, over’) and [kõaka] (‘head’). The word 

/bzita/ seems to vary the [a] nasality according to different speakers; some pronounce it 

[bzitã], others [bzita]. The word for ‘head’ in the slow pronunciation is uttered as 

[kõaka], but in fast speech is realized as [kõãka]. The vowel /u/ never occurs after a nasal 
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consonant in my data, and it is only nasalized before a nasal consonant. The vowels /ʉ/ 

and /ə/ are never found after a nasal consonant, and they are never nasalized even before 

a nasal consonant as in (2.42). 

 

(2.42) /əno/ ‘to see’ 

/ʉni/ ‘pupunha’ 

/tʉmi/ ‘to heat’ 

 

 For all these reasons, in this research the inventory of nasals is composed of three 

vowels: /ĩ/, /ẽ/, and /õ/.  

It is important to point out that some vowels are more subject to nasal assimilation 

than others. Also /n/ tends to nasalize more vowels than /m/. However, if nasal vowels 

and nasal consonants are considered to be independent phonemic categories, it would be 

expected to have a possible combination /b / or /d /, but such combinations were not 

found in the data set.  

An alternative explanation for the nasality issue could be that diachronically the 

separation of nasal vowels from oral vowels is only just beginning to be phonemic, 

having a very restricted distribution, which reflects their former status as allophones, and 

only gradually they occur in more and more contrastive environments. Evidently, nasality 

in Djeoromitxí is still an issue that it is yet to be resolved. Perhaps more data need to be 

made available. 
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2.4 Syllable structure 

The basic syllable structure pattern in Djeoromitxí is (C)V. The CV and V 

patterns can occur word initially, internally, and finally. 

 

(2.43) /u.hi.ɾi/ ‘alligator’ 

(2.44) /dʒi.ɾi/ ‘child’ 

(2.45) /o.o/ ‘wind’ 

(2.46) /ha.u/ ‘lizard’ 

(2.47) /hõ.ə.bzi.a/ ‘capybara’  

V.CV.CV 

CV.CV 

V.V 

CV.V 

CV.V.CV.V

 

As seen in § 2.2.2, the segment /u/ is often pronounced as [w] when preceded by 

another vowel in fast speech, and this change does not occur when /u/ is the last/stressed 

syllable. The examples are repeated as (2.48-2.49). 

 

(2.48) /ha.u.ˈɾɛ/ [haw.ˈɾɛ] ‘species of lizard’ 

(2.49) /ha.ˈu/ [ha.ˈu] ‘lizard’ 

 

 Example (2.48) suggests that there would be a consonant in coda position 

phonologically. However, notwithstanding examples of this type, Djeoromitxí does not 

allow codas, as I have demonstrated in this thesis; the few examples of consonantal codas 

seem to be phonetically conditioned. 
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2.5 Phonotactics 

In Djeoromitxí a word can begin with any vowel or consonant segment of the 

language except /ɾ/. In Djeoromitxí there are no consonant clusters. The segments /bz/, 

/ps/, /tʃ/, /dʒ/, and [pɸ] (as an allophone of /p/ before rounded vowels) are considered 

affricates, so they each constitute one consonantal segment. The central vowels /ʉ/ and /ə/ 

never occur after a nasal consonant. All Djeoromitxí words end in a vowel. There are no 

word-final consonants. A sequence of two vowels in different syllables can occur without 

any consonant between them. Sometimes, on the phonetic level, the glottal plosive ([ʔ]) is 

inserted between vowels. There are no syllabic consonants, no diphthongs, and no long 

vowels. A word in Djeoromitxí can have one or more syllables, the onset can be filled or 

not, and the nucleus can only be occupied by a vowel. 

 

2.6 Stress 

Stress in Djeoromitxí is not distinctive and the data set suggests that the language 

has a fixed stress in the ultimate syllable, as illustrated in (2.50-2.54). My data set 

suggests that the secondary stress pattern is iambic, but further work is needed to 

determine this. 

 

(2.50) /ˈhʉ/ ‘first person singular’ 

(2.51) /ho.ˈtõ/ ‘grandfather’ 

(2.52) /bɛ.ki.ˈdʒi/ ‘bee’ 

(2.53) /bzi.ɾu.ku.ˈku/ ‘water’ 

(2.54) /ni.hu.no.no.ˈda/ ‘to work’ 
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The stress of a word can be moved when it has a suffix attached. For example, the 

word /ho.ˈtõ/ (‘grandfather’) has the stress changed when the collective marker /–ɾʉ/ is 

attached to it, as in (2.55). 

 

(2.55) /ho.ˈtõ/ ‘grandfather’ 

/ho. tõ.ˈɾʉ/ ‘grandfathers’ 

 

2.7 Morphophonology 

The phoneme /h/ in word initial position becomes /ɾ/ when a personal prefix is 

attached to the word. 

 

(2.56) /huβi/ ‘to get up’ 

/hi-ɾuβi-dʒɛ/ 
1PL-to get up-EXH 

‘let’s get up’ 

 

(2.57) /hoβaβa/ ‘to sing’ 

/a-ɾoβaβa/ 
2SG-to sing 

‘you sing’ 

However when there is a nasal vowel after /h/, this rule does not apply. 

 

(2.58) /hõka/ ‘eye’ 

/hi-hõka/ ‘our eye’ 

*/hi-ɾõka/ 
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Pires (1992) analyzes this phenomenon only with person prefixes. Ribeiro and 

Van der Voort (2010), in addition to these cases, add that it occurs in cases where the /h/-

initial words occur as the second element in a compound, as illustrated in (2.59-2.60) 

(Ribeiro and Van der Voort, 2010: 532). In the data set used in this research, I found 

cases involving subject and verb contact as in (2.61). However, the reason why (2.61) is 

different from (2.59) under the same syntactic condition is not clear at this stage of the 

research. 

 

(2.59) /hʉ  hʉmi/ 
  I    be.ill 

‘I’m ill.’ 

/hʉ  pa=ɾʉmi/ 
  I    foot=be.ill 

‘My foot hurts.’ 

 

(2.60) /hõmɛka=ɾʉmi/ 
 head=be.ill 

‘I have a headache.’ 

 

(2.61) /dʒɛβɛtʃia   βa    hahi/ 

[dʒɛβɛtʃia    βa    ɾahi] 
 1SG.POSS  dog  died 

‘My dog died.’ 

Another morphophonological sound alternation pointed out by Pires (1992: 40) is 

between /h/ and /n/; she gives as an example the verb /hõkʉ/ (‘to fall’), as in (2.62). I did 

not find any examples of this alternation. 
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(2.62) /hʉ  Ø-hõkʉ/ 
  I    1SG-fall 

‘I fell.’ 

 

/adʒɛ  a-nõkʉ/ 
  you   2SG-fall 

‘You fell.’ 

2.8 Writing system 

In the 1990s, the linguistics student Nádia Pires, and two indigenous teachers, 

José Roberto Jabuti and Vandete Jabuti, developed a very successful phonemic writing 

system. Those who learned this system use it consistently. In this report, it will be 

employed henceforth. Table 05 presents the letter-to- phoneme correspondences. 

 

p /p/ b /b/ ps /ps/ bz /bz/ 

t /t/ tx /tʃ/ d /d/ dj /dʒ/ 
k /k/ m /m/ n /n/ r /ɾ/ 
w /β/ h /h/ i /i/ e /ɛ/ 
ä /ə/ a /a/ ü /ʉ/ u /u/ 

o /o/       

Table 5: Djeoromitxí writing system. 
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Chapter 3:  Words in Djeoromitxí 

This chapter presents the definition of grammatical and phonological words in 

Djeoromitxí, and their possible mismatching. Two prototypical levels of defining the 

word are the grammatical and the phonological. The criteria for defining the word in 

Djeoromitxí are based on Aikhenvald (2007). 

A grammatical word “consists of a number of grammatical elements which (i) 

always occur together, rather than scattered through the clause (the criterion of 

cohesiveness); (ii) occur in fixed order; and (iii) have a conventionalized coherence and 

meaning” (Aikhenvald, 2007: 2).  

The morpheme ro means ‘male’, as in hõä-ro (tapir-male ‘male tapir’), and paro-

ro (chicken-male ‘rooster’). This morpheme can only occur with nouns which refer to 

animals, it cannot occur with verbs, for instance, *äno-ro, where äno means ‘to see’. In 

addition to this, this morpheme obligatorily follows the noun (*ro-paro). Hence –ro can 

only be analyzed as part of the grammatical word. 

Another example is the morpheme bätxe, which means ‘yesterday’. This 

morpheme is completely independent, and it does not have a very fixed order. For 

example in (3.1) it precedes the subject; in (3.2) it is between the subject and the oblique 

object (postpositional phrase); and in (3.3) it is at the end of the sentence. 

 

(3.1) bätxe         na    hukükü  Ø-pakä 

yesterday 3SG  go.out   1SG-COM 

yesterday  he     go out   me-with 

‘Yesterday he went out with me.’ 

 

(3.2) na     bätxe        du-ä          hõätxitä   re 

3      yesterday  marico-in   banana    put 

he    yesterday  marico-in   banana    put 

‘Yesterday he put the bananas in the marico.’ 
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(3.3) hü     djenona bätxe 

1SG arrive     yesterday 

I       arrive     yesterday 

‘I arrived yesterday.’ 

 

There is also at least one morpheme (according to the current stage of the 

language analysis) that is more independent than ro, but less so than bätxe. The 

morpheme tõ, which expresses negation, can be attached to verbs (as in 3.4-3.5), and 

nouns (3.6). So it is not restricted to a specific word class. 

 

(3.4) hü    i-äno-tõ 

1SG 3.O-see-NEG 

I       him-see-not 

‘I don’t see him.’ 

 

(3.5) adje  a-honõ-tõ 

2SG  2.S-know/have.knowledge-NEG 

you   2.S-know/have.knowledge-NEG 

‘You’re not smart.’ 

 

(3.6) hi-bo          dje-tõ 

1PL-equal  relative-NEG 

us-equal     relative-NEG 

‘Like us, without relatives’ (not having relatives) 

 

A phonological word is defined by Dixon and Aikhenvald (2002: 13) as “a 

phonological unit larger than the syllable (in some languages it may minimally be only 

one syllable) which has at least one (and generally more than one) phonological defining 

property chosen from the following areas: (a) Segmental features – internal syllabic and 

segmental structure; phonetic realizations in terms of this; word boundary phenomena; 
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pause phenomena; (b) Prosodic features – stress (or accent) and/or tone assignment; 

prosodic features such as nasalization, retroflexion, vowel harmony; (c) Phonological 

rules – some rules apply only within a phonological word; others (external sandhi rules) 

apply specifically across a phonological word boundary.” In this report, I limit myself to 

use the word stress criterion expressed in (b) of Dixon and Aikhenvald’s definition, more 

specifically stress, because the other criteria do not seem to be applicable to the language, 

at least based on the current stage of the research6.  

As described in § 2.6, Djeoromitxí presents an ultimate syllable stress pattern. 

This ultimate stress can be used as a cue for a phonological word. So, if stress markers 

are added to the forms in (3.3), the result is as shown in (3.3b), where, for example, 

djenoˈna (‘to arrive’) and bäˈtxe (‘yesterday’) will be identified as a phonological words 

based on their ultimate stress. 

 

(3.3b) hü     djenoˈna bäˈtxe 

1SG  arrive      yesterday 

I        arrive     yesterday 

‘I arrived yesterday.’ 

 

However, there are some cases of mismatch between grammatical and 

phonological words. Not all grammatical words correspond to a single phonological 

word in Djeoromitxí. This mismatch basically occurs in compounds with at least two 

words. The requirement for compound formation is that at least two parts of the 

grammatical word must be a separate phonological word. 

 

                                                 
6 The h ~ ɾ alternation discussed in § 2.7 above may also be indication of the phonological word, but this 

still needs further investigation. 
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(3.7) piˈtxe-heˈku-ˈä 

fire-to.fan- NMLZ 

‘a fan’ 

 

(3.8) piˈtxe  raˈkü  

fire   mouth 

‘firewood’ 
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Chapter 4:  Simple Noun Phrase Structure 

This chapter deals with the simple noun phrase structure in declarative sentences, 

general features of nouns, and nominalization. 

 

4.1 Simple noun phrase structure – overview 

The simple noun phrase structure can be described in terms of three slots (tagged 

from A to C), each of them occupied by a kind of constituent. These slots are illustrated 

in the template in (4.1). 

 

(4.1) Template for the simple noun phrase structure in Djeoromitxí. 

A B C 

Determiners/Possessor 
Head of the 

noun phrase/ 

Possessed N 

Adjective/Numeral 

 

Slot A is filled by determiners and possessors. One determiner can be a 

demonstrative as in (4.2). An independent possessor can be a possessive morpheme (4.3) 

or a lexical possessor, as (4.4).  

 

(4.2) [newiSlotA  pakoSlotB   noikaSlotC]NP     ma             Ø-hubä          re 

         DEM        woman     young              2P.PART  1SG.O-speak F.PART 

that           woman     young              2P.PART   me-speak      F.PART 

‘That young woman spoke to me.’ 

 

(4.3) [Ø-djewetxiaSlotA  nikaSlotB]NP  i-dote            i-bzido 

1SG-POSS           house          NMLZ-new  NMLZ-yellow 

      my                  house          NMLZ-new  NMLZ-yellow 

‘My house is new and yellow.’ 
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(4.4) pakoSlotA nikaSlotB 

woman   house 

‘the woman’s house.’ 

 

Slot B is prototypically filled by the head of the noun phrase, which can be a full 

noun, such as the subject of the sentence in (4.5) and the object in (4.6), or an 

independent pronoun, such as the subject na in (4.6).  

 

(4.5) naä   [uhiri]NP   e-nõküpe 

then  alligator    3.O-scare 

then  alligator    him-scare 

‘Then the alligator scared him.’ 

 

(4.6) [na]NP.A  [hakutä]NP.O  wa 

3              knife             take 

he            knife             take 

‘He took the knife.’ 

 

The head of the noun phrase can be also be filled by an adjective or numeral, but 

when there is no noun in the same phrase this requires the prefix i-, which for now I call a 

Nominalizer (discussed in § 4.2). 

 

(4.7) [i-medjü]NP     hukükü 

NMLZ-good  leave/go.out 

‘The good one left.’ 

 

(4.8) nika     [i-norü]NP 

house   NMLZ-red 

‘The house is red.’ 
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It is noticeable that when the adjective occurs with a noun in the noun phrase, 

there is no i-. This is evident contrasting (4.9) and (4.3), the latter repeated below as 

(4.10). In (4.9), dote does not have i- attached because the noun nika (‘house’) is present, 

while in (4.10) there is no full noun in the predicative nominal phrase.  

 

(4.9) [nika   dote]NP  [i-bzido]NP 

house  new        NMLZ-yellow 

‘The new house is yellow.’ 

 

(4.10) [Ø-djewetxia  nika]NP [i-dote           i-bzido]NP 

1SG-POSS   house     NMLZ-new NMLZ-yellow 

      my          house     NMLZ-new NMLZ -yellow 

‘My house is new and yellow.’ 

 

Slot B can include two juxtaposed nouns, where one noun functions as a modifier 

of the other, as in a compounding derivational process (discussed in § 5.4). An example 

of this slot is given in (4.11). Compounding which does not involve derivation is also 

possible in the language (4.12); however, it still needs to be studied.  

 

(4.11) pitxe-rakü  

fire-mouth  

‘firewood’ 

 

(4.12) tewä kapi ‘rifle bang’ 

hü      ma            tewä kapi            bä               re 

1SG  2P.PART  rifle  noise/bang  hear/listen  F.PART 

I        2P.PART  rifle  noise/bang  hear/listen  F.PART 

‘I heard the rifle bang’ 
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Slot C is filled by an adjective or a numeral. Both categories behave the same 

(discussed in § 5.1 and § 6.4). Example (4.13) illustrates a NP with a noun and a numeral; 

an example of adjective can be found in (4.9-4.10), previously cited. 

 

(4.13) [txiü djebo]NP dudu 

 man two         hunt 

‘The two men are hunting.’ 

 

The only obligatory slot in a noun phrase is slot B (which may be an adjective 

with a nominalizer morpheme), the others are all optional. Therefore single nouns and 

pronouns can be seen as one-element noun phrases. Syntactically, a noun phrase can be 

the subject or object of verbs, as well as the object of postpositions.  

 

4.2 Brief note on the morpheme i- 

In Djeoromitxí, the form i- as a prefix seems to play many functions. In this work 

it will be glossed according to its function. When i- is attached to adjectives, it functions 

as a kind of nominalizer (NMLZ) which allows the adjective to occur by itself in a noun 

phrase. When attached to a verb in the citation form, it indicates that the verb is 

transitive, functioning as a dummy morpheme (DPF – ‘dummy prefix’). When the verb is 

in a sentence, it can be the third person (3) subject for an intransitive verb (3.S), or the 

third person object for a transitive verb (3.O). Attached to a noun, it functions as a third 

person possessor marker (3). In obligatorily possessed nouns, when it is not referring to 

third person, i- marks the unpossessed form. For now, at this stage of the research, I 

consider them to be different morphemes having the same form. Future research may 

clarify their status.  
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4.3 Nouns - Overview 

The nominal category in Djeoromitxí can be defined in terms of morphological, 

syntactic, and semantic properties. Morphologically, nouns can bear possessive and 

personal prefixes, and nominal suffixes such as the number marker, the augmentative and 

the diminutive. Syntactically, nouns can occupy the possessor and/or possessed slot in 

possessive constructions, and be the head of the noun phrase. 

Semantically, as predictable, the class of nouns includes time-stable concepts, 

such as natural elements (4.14a-b), natural phenomena (4.14c-d), astral bodies (4.14e-f), 

animals and plants (4.14g-j), implements and manufactured items (4.14k-l), people and 

personal relations (4.14m-p). 

 

(4.14) Examples of nouns in Djeoromitxí. 

(a) bzirui; bzirukuku7 ‘water’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(e) kupa ‘moon’ 

 (b) mi ‘earth; soil; ground’ (f) tohõ ‘sun’ 

 (c) djebzi ‘flood’ 

 

(g) hõä ‘tapir’ 

 (d) oo ‘wind’ 

 

(h) mino ‘fish’ 

 (i) txitxi ‘corn’ 

 

(m) pako ‘woman’ 

 (j) bore ‘manioc’ 

 

(n) txiü ‘man’ 

 (k) hirahe ‘arrow’ 

 

(o) tädji ‘wife’ 

 (l) tetä ‘hammock’ 

 

(p) itä ‘son’ 

  

 

                                                 
7 There are two words for water: bziru-i and bziru-kuku, but their idiosyncrasies are not yet understood. The 

morpheme –i is the classifier for liquid. 
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4.4 Nominalization 

Nouns in Djeoromitxí can be derived from verbs. Nominal derivation in 

Djeoromitxí can be divided into two types: human and non-human. The morpheme -a 

derives “human” nouns from intransitive verbs, whereas the morpheme –ä derives “non-

human” nouns usually from other nouns; the derived noun is usually an instrument.  

 

(4.15a) hahi 

die 

‘to die’ 

 

(4.15b) i-hahi-a 

3-die-NMLZ 

‘dead person’ 

 

(4.16a) nihi 

drown 

‘to drown’ 

 

(4.16b) i-nihi-a 

3–drown-NMLZ 

‘person who drowned’ 

 

(4.17a) hotõ8 

mess.up 

‘to mess up (make something messy)’ 

 

(4.17b) hotõ-a 

mess.up- NMLZ 

‘person who is late’ 

                                                 
8 For this verb, I did not record an i- marker. This may have been an oversight in the elicitation session. 
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In (4.15) the verb hahi (‘to die’) derives the word for ‘dead person’ by adding the 

morpheme –a. In (4.16) the word for ‘person who drowned’ comes from the verb nihi 

(‘to drown’). In (4.17), the word for ‘person who is late’ is based on the verb hotõ (‘to 

mess up’). In the latter example it is noticeably a semi-lexicalized process. 

 

(4.18a) i-heku  

DPF-fan 

‘to fan’ 

 

(4.18b) pitxe-heku-ä 

fire-fan-NMLZ 

‘a fan’ 

 

(4.19a) bziru-i-küru  

water-CL.LIQUID-paddle 

‘to paddle’ 

 

(4.19b) bziru-i-küru-ä  

water-CL.LIQUID-paddle-NMLZ 

‘a paddle’ 

 

Examples (4.18-4.19) illustrate that the instruments ‘fan’ and ‘paddle’ are derived 

from verbs. Other examples of non-human nominal derivation are given in (4.20-4.21). 

 

 

(4.20a) hito  

pray 

‘to pray’ 
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(4.20b) hito-ä  

pray- NMLZ 

‘prayer’ 

 

(4.21a) käkä 

scream 

‘to scream’ 

 

(4.21b) e-käkä-ä 

3SG-scream-NMLZ 

his-scream-NMLZ 

‘his scream’ 

 

In a code switching example extracted from a procedural text (“How to make 

manioc flour”), the speaker used the verb prensar in Portuguese (‘to press’) with the 

nominalizer in Djeoromitxí (4.22).  

 

 

(4.22) prensar-ä 

press- NMLZ 

‘the presser’ 
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Chapter 5:  Simple Noun Phrase Structure - Modifiers 

This chapter has as its subject adjectives, noun juxtaposition (possession and 

compounding), noun classifiers, diminutives and augmentatives, lexicalization involving 

the negative morpheme, and number marking. 

 

5.1 Adjectives 

The previous works on Djeoromitxí, which dealt to some extent with adjectives, 

presented different analysis concerning the existence of this word class. Pires (1992) 

argues that an adjective class exists, Ribeiro and van der Voort (2010) say that it does 

not. Van der Voort argues that what Pires calls adjectives is actually a type of descriptive 

verb. I propose that an adjective class exists in Djeoromitxí.  

Adjectives do not bear any personal prefixes as nouns (possessives) and verbs 

(personal markers) do. Descriptive and intransitive verbs present subject-person markers 

in the verb; whereas adjectives do not. Adjectives can be the only lexical word in NPs, in 

which case they have the prefix i- attached to them, which I call a nominalizer in this 

instance. For example, the adjective hadji (‘thin’) and the intransitive verb topu (‘to be 

stinky’) have different morphosyntactic behavior. 

The adjective hadji (‘thin’) when in the same NP as the noun does not have the 

nominalizer i- (5.1), but when it is the nominal head, it has i- attached to it (5.2). The 

adjective does not bear a personal marker as verb would (5.3-5.4).  

 

(5.1) djiri   hadji  

child  thin 

‘the thin child’ 
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(5.2) djiri   i-radji 

child  NMLZ-thin 

‘The child is thin.’ 

 

(5.3) *adje  a-radji 

2       2-thin 

you   2-thin 

‘You are thin.’ 

 

(5.4) adje   i-radji 

2       NMLZ-thin 

you   NMLZ-thin 

‘You are thin.’ 

 

Nouns do not bear the morpheme i- when they are the only element of the NP in 

object position (5.5), as adjectives do. 

 

(5.5) na  ma            [küro]NP.O  re 

3    2P.PART  pajé9         F.PART 

he  2P.PART  pajé           F.PART 

‘Patori is the pajé.’ 

The verb topu (‘to be stinky’) has a personal marker, but not the nominalizer i-, as 

in (5.6-5.7). 

 

(5.6) adje a-topu 

2      2-be.stinky’ 

you  2-be.stinky’ 

‘You are stinky.’ 

 

(5.7) *adje i-topu 

2      NMLZ-stinky’ 

you  NMLZ-stinky’ 

‘You are stinky.’ 

                                                 
9 The indigenous shaman/healer. 
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Djeoromitxí has an adjectivizer suffix (-txi). A noun or a verb which has this 

suffix attached behaves in the same way as an adjective. More examples of adjectives are 

given in (5.8-5.13). In (5.8 and 5.10), the noun and adjective are in the same noun phrase, 

whereas in (5.9, 5.11, 5.13 and 5.14) the adjectives are in headless NPs, the adjectives 

then have the morpheme i-. 

 

(5.8) [hikü    notxi10]NP  

house  old 

‘old house’ 

 

(5.9) [Ø-djewetxia  hikü]NP  [i-notxi]NP     re  

1SG-POSS    house      NMLZ-old  F.PART 

my-POSS      house      NMLZ-old  F.PART 

‘My house is old.’ 

 

(5.10) [pako-rü          medjü-txi]NP   bore       piri 

woman-COL  good-ADJZ   manioc   uproot 

‘The beautiful women uprooted the manioc.’ 

 

(5.11) [pako]NP  [i-medjü-txi]NP 

woman     NMLZ-good-ADJZ 

‘The woman is beautiful’ 

 

(5.12) adje  [i-txuni]NP 

2        NMLZ-thin 

you    NMLZ-thin 

‘You’re thin’ 

 

 

                                                 
10 This is a single morpheme; it cannot be synchronically decomposed as no-txi. Thus some adjectives 

appear to be lexicalizations of historically derived forms. 
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(5.13) [i-radji]NP         djenona 

NMLZ-skinny  arrive 

‘The skinny one arrived.’ 

 

When the headless noun phrase has two adjectives, each of them has the prefix i- 

attached to it. This is illustrated in (5.14). 

 

(5.14) [djiri]NP [i-radji               i-djerä]NP        re  

child      NMLZ-skinny  NMLZ-noisy  F.PART 

‘The child is skinny and noisy.’ 

 

Some lexical items can have different meanings according to word class status, 

i.e. the same item has different meanings as a verb and as an adjective. For instance, 

(5.15, 5.17, 5.19, and 5.21) the words hüte (‘to grow’), noika (‘young woman’), medjü 

(‘good’), and pipitxi11 (‘ugly; mean, bad’) as verbs have different meanings than in (5.16, 

5.18, 5.20, and 5.22) where they are adjectives. 

 

(5.15) na    ma          hüte12           re  

3      2.PART  grow(male)  F.PART 

s/he  2.PART  grow(male)  F.PART 

‘He has grown’ 

 

(5.16) na   ma          i-rüte                          re  

3     2.PART  NMLZ-young(male)  F.PART 

s/he 2.PART  NMLZ-young(male)  F.PART 

‘He is young’ 

 

                                                 
11 As with notxi 'old' above, this word is not synchronically analyzable as derived by –txi; according to the 

consultants the word pipi does not exist on its own. Compare also kuritxi (‘tall’); according to speakers, 

*kuri is not a possible word in the language. 
12 The person marker in the verb is optional in the third person when the independent pronoun is used in 

the sentence. Person markers will be discussed in chapter 6. 
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(5.17) adje  a-noika 

2       2-grow (female) 

you   2-grow (female) 

‘You have grown’ 

 

(5.18) adje  i-noika  

2       NMLZ-young (female) 

you   NMLZ-young (female) 

‘You are young’ 

 

(5.19) adje  a-medjü  

2       2-good/cool 

you   2-good/cool 

‘You’re fine’ 

 

(5.20) adje  i-medju-txi  

2       NMLZ-good-ADJZ 

you   NMLZ-good-ADJZ 

‘You’re beautiful’ 

 

(5.20a) * adje  a-medju-txi (‘You are beautiful’) 

 

(5.21) hirü  ma           hi-pipitxi   re 

1PL  2.PART  1PL-bad    F.PART 

we    2.PART  1PL-bad    F.PART 

‘We are worthless’ 

 

(5.22) hirü  ma           i-pipitxi        re 

1PL  2.PART  NMLZ-bad   F.PART 

we    2.PART  NMLZ-bad   F.PART 

‘We are bad (mean)’ 
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At the current stage of Djeoromitxí research it is hard to indicate whether 

adjectives are confined to certain semantic domains. So far the only semantic field which 

can safely be indicated as adjectival is that of color. Other fields such as age, personality 

characteristics and physical properties (for animate and inanimate nouns) seem to include 

both descriptive verbs and adjectives. Table 06 illustrates a few of the lexical items which 

express the semantic properties just mentioned, distributed between verbs and 

adjectives.13 

 

DESCRIPTIVE VERBS ADJECTIVES 

medjü ‘be good; fine; cool’ pipitxi ‘bad, mean' 

dori ‘ be happy’ hadji ‘thin’ 

topu ‘smell bad’ txuni ‘skinny’ 

kabu ‘be a young male’ noika ‘young female’ 

pipitxi ‘be ugly’ notxi ‘elder man’ 

 pedjü ‘elder woman’ 

 

COLORS: kapi ‘green’; 

känorü ‘white’; norü ‘red’; 

bzido ‘yellow’; biro ‘black’ 

Table 6: Some descriptive verbs and adjectives in Djeoromitxí 

 

5.2 Adjectival derivation 

As suggested by examples in § 5.1, adjectives can be formed by adding the 

morpheme –txi to a noun or a verb, and some roots can function as either verbs or 

adjectives without overt derivation, as illustrated in (5.15-5.18; 5.21-5.22, in § 5.1). To 

                                                 
13 I am considering just the non-derived verbs and adjectives. 
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derive an adjective by a morphological mechanism, the morpheme –txi is added to a noun 

or a verb, as given in (5.23) and in (5.19-5.20, in § 5.1). However, it is important to point 

out that the morpheme –txi still needs a lot of investigation. For example, questions as to 

which nouns this suffix can be attached to still have to be answered. The analysis 

presented here is tentative. 

 

(5.23) na     ne    i-honõ-txi                            re  

3SG  ???  NMLZ-knowledge-ADJZ   F.PART 

he     ???  NMLZ-knowledge-ADJZ   F.PART 

‘he’s smart (knowledgeable)’ 

 

5.3 Descriptive morpheme -rü 

In Djeoromitxí the morpheme –rü plays a modifier role and can derive intransitive 

verbs (with a descriptive meaning) and possible other nouns. In the intransitive verb 

formation, the suffix –rü is attached to a noun, making the lexical item behave like an 

intransitive verb which bears a personal marker referring to the subject. In the formation 

of what are called “possible other nouns”14, the morpheme –rü appears on nominal or 

adjectival modifiers within semi-lexicalized noun compounds, i.e. the combination of a 

noun and the derived noun presents a different meaning than each individual lexical item, 

although it is a related meaning to some extent. The derived adjective juxtaposed after the 

noun results in a compound with a specific meaning, suggesting a lexicalization process. 

This is illustrated in (5.24-5.27). Since in both cases this morpheme has a function 

relating to modification, I tentatively call it a descriptive suffix (DSF). 

 

 

 

                                                 
14 More investigation needs to be done to determine if to which word class this derived form belongs. 
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(5.24) mino rü-rü 

fish    tooth-DSF  

[lit: toothed fish] 

‘piranha’ 

 

(5.25) bore     rübi-rü 

manioc bad-DSF 

‘poisonous manioc (the species used to make manioc flour, ‘farinha’)’ 

 

(5.26) kudi  meku-hi-rü 

deer  horn-hair-DSF 

‘a species of deer’ 

 

(5.27) tõo            kõaka-kükü-rü 

armadillo  head-flat-DSF 

[lit: armadillo with flat head] 

‘a species of armadillo’ 

 

I argue that these modifiers with -rü are always involved in nominal 

compounding, because they do not behave like the adjectives described in § 5.1. For 

instance, they cannot head a predicate, as in (5.24a-5.27a). 

 

(5.24a) *mino  i-rü-rü 

fish   NMLZ-tooth-DSF  

fish   toothed 

‘The fish is toothed.’ 

 

(5.25a) *bore       i-rübi-rü 

manioc  NMLZ-bad-DSF 

‘The manioc is poisonous.’ 
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(5.26a) *kudi   i-meku-hi-rü 

deer  NMLZ-horn-hair-DSF 

‘The deer has hair in the horn’ 

 

(5.27a) *tõo             i-kõaka-kükü-rü 

armadillo  NMLZ-head-flat-DSF 

[lit: armadillo with flat head] 

‘The armadillo is flat-headed’ 

Examples (5.28-5.30) illustrate the use of -rü deriving verbs from nouns or 

adjectives.  

 

(5.28) hü     Ø-hito-rü 

1SG  1SG-pleasant.smell-DSF 

‘I smell good’ (Lit: I have a good smelling’) 

 

(5.29) hirü  hi-rüte-rü 

1PL  1PL-heat-DSF 

‘We are hot’ 

 

(5.29a) *hirü  i-rüte-rü 

1PL   NMLZ-heat-DSF 

‘We are hot’ 

 

(5.30) hü     Ø-hübi-rü 

1SG  1SG-bad-DSF 

  I      1SG-bad-DSF 

‘I’m sick.’ 

 

5.4 Noun juxtaposition: possession and compounding 

The definition of compounding adopted here is that of Aikhenvald (2007: 24). 

Her definition states that compounding “involves word-formation based on the 
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combination of at least two potentially free forms, most frequently members of open 

lexical classes such as nouns or verbs (…). They differ from phrases in a number of 

ways. Nominal compounding results in the creation of new nouns, while verb 

compounding forms new verbs.” This being said, nominal compounding in Djeoromitxí 

involves the juxtaposition of two nominal forms, and results in a new lexical item. 

Compounding in Djeoromitxí can be endocentric and in few cases exocentric. L. 

Bauer (1988:35, cited by Aikhenvald (2007: 30) defines endocentric compounds as 

those which “denote a subclass of items referred to by one of their elements; this element 

can be treated as the head of the compound.” Semantically they can express possessor-

possessive (as in 5.31) or subclass-class relation.  

 

(5.31) Thiago nika 

Thiago house 

‘Thiago’s house.’ 

 

The compounding which encodes the subclass-class relation essentially denotes 

species of a category of animals or plants. The head of the compound is a noun, followed 

by an adjective, as in (5.24-5.27, in § 5.3) and (5.32-5.39), and in a few cases by another 

noun (5.40-5.43). For instance, uhiri biro in (5.32) refers to a species of alligator (which 

happens to be black), not necessarily an alligator whose color is black (although in this 

case only the pragmatic context will determine the difference between the Black Alligator 

and the alligator that is black-colored). The difference in lexicalization by compounding 

with and without the descriptive suffix –rü is not yet clear. 

 

(5.32) uhiri        biro 

alligator  black 

‘black alligator’ 

(5.33) wa      biro 

jaguar black 

‘black jaguar’ 
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(5.34) txihihi             biro  

tucandeira.ant black 

‘black tucandeira ant’ 

 

(5.35) mi-tä-ka                känorü  

ground-son-round white 

‘white cará of the ground’ 

(a specific species of cará: a tuber  

species) 

 

(5.36) bu    känorü  

cará  white 

 ‘white cará’ 

 

(5.37) bu   biro  

cará black 

 ‘black cará’ 

 

(5.38) tõtõtxi                     kanorü  

S.America.vulture  white 

‘King vulture’ 

 

 

(5.39) me     biro  

snake black 

‘black snake’ 

 

(5.40) hi        rahe 

arrow  blade 

‘arrow whose point is a blade’ 

 

(5.41) kudi  meku-poro 

deer   horn-sheaf 

‘white tail (a variety of  deer)’ 

 

(5.42) pitxe  rakü  

fire     mouth 

‘firewood’ 

 

(5.43) totome  kakä 

cuieira  shell 

‘natural bowl (made of the shell  

of a kind fruit)’ 

 

 

 

The exocentric compounds are those in which the components' meaning 

radically differs from the compound denotation (Aikhenvald, 2007). Examples (5.44-

5.45) illustrate these kinds of compounds. 

 

(5.44) kome   kakä 

peanut  shell 

‘cockroach’ 

 

(5.45) hano                    kakä 

worm.of.coconut shell 

‘click beetle’
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5.5 Noun classifiers 

Another mechanism of word formation indicated by the data set in Djeoromitxí is 

the noun classifier. The identification of these morphemes is based on the criteria 

presented by Aikhenvald (2003: 81): “(i) The choice of a noun classifier is based on 

semantics. Every noun in a language does not necessarily take a noun classifier; (ii) 

languages may allow the co-occurrence of several noun classifiers within one noun 

phrase [as in (5.46)]; (iii) one noun can be used with different classifiers, with a change in 

meaning.”  

 

(5.46) nodje-ka-kä 

testicle-CL.ROUND-CL.SKIN 

‘scrotum’ 

 

In addition to these properties, noun classifiers in Djeoromitxí are obligatorily 

bound morphemes attached to an independent noun. When they do not appear attached to 

a noun, they must have the prefix i- (here understood as a nominalizer or default nominal 

element), as in (5.47-5.48). 

.

(5.47) paro-dje  

chicken-CL.EGG 

‘chicken egg’ 

 

(5.47a) i-dje ‘egg (in general)’ 

 

(5.48) ore-hõ 

Brazil.nut.tree-CL.SEED 

‘Brazil-nut (fruit)’ 

 

(5.48a) i-hõ ‘seed (in general)’ 

 

Below a list of noun classifiers is provided with some examples. 
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Liquid: -i 

(5.49) tane-i  

timbó.vine-CL.LIQUID 

‘timbó vine poison’ 

 

(5.53) bu-i 

cará-CL.LIQUID 

‘chicha15 of cará’ 

 

(5.50) hõka-i  

eye-CL.LIQUID 

‘tear (lit: water of the eye’)’ 

 

(5.54) kome-i 

peanut-CL.LIQUID 

‘chicha of peanut’ 

 

(5.51) bore-i 

cassava.root-CL.LIQUID 

‘chicha of cassava root’ 

 

 

(5.55) kä-i 

skin-CL.LIQUID 

‘blood’ 

 

(5.52) txitxi-i 

corn-CL.LIQUID 

‘chicha of corn’ 

 

(5.56) nowi-i 

chest-CL.LIQUID 

‘mother’s milk’ 

 

 

Round: -ka 

(5.57) hikü-tä-ka 

house-CL.S.VERSION-CL.ROUND 

‘tocaia (a temporary shelter used during 

activities in the jungle)’ 

 

(5.60) nowi-ka 

chest-CL.ROUND 

‘breast’ 

(5.58) ore-ka 

Brazil.nut.tree-CL.ROUND 

‘capsule of Brazilian nut’ 

 

(5.61) nodje-ka 

testicle-CL.ROUND 

‘testicle’ 

 

(5.59) bätutu-ka 

Ideoph(heartbeat)-CL.ROUND 

‘heart’ 

 

 

 

                                                 
15 Chicha is the traditional fermented beverage very common among the indigenous groups in the Guaporé 

region. 
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Smaller version: -tä 

This morpheme is always involved in derivation, and the meaning is different 

from that of the diminutive morpheme (-titi). By itself, the morpheme tä means ‘son’, 

which metaphorically means “smaller version of the parents”. However, the classifier is a 

different entity; it does not mean that something is of the exactly same category with a 

reduced size. 

 

(5.62) haku-tä 

machete-CL.S.VERSION 

‘knife’ 

 

(5.62a) haku-titi 

machete-DIM 

‘small machete’ 

 

(5.63) paro-tä 

chicken-CL.S.VERSION 

‘chick’ 

 

(5.63a) paro- titi 

chicken-DIM 

‘small chicken’ 

 

(5.64) hõatxi-tä 

banana.tree-CL.S.VERSION 

‘banana fruit’ 

(5.64a) hõatxi- titi 

banana.tree-DIM 

‘small banana tree’ 

 

(5.65) pako-tä 

woman-CL.S.VERSION 

‘girl’ 

 

(5.65a) pako- titi 

woman-DIM 

‘small woman’ 

 

(5.66) txiü-tä 

man-CL.S.VERSION 

‘boy’ 

 

(5.66a) txiü- titi 

man-DIM 

‘small man’

Hole: -kü 

 

(5.67) ku-kü  

wood/tree-CL.HOLE 

‘hole in the tree’  

 

 

 

(5.68) mi-kü 

ground-CL.HOLE 

‘hole on the ground’ 
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Skin: -kä 

 

(5.69) ku-kä 

wood-CL.SKIN 

‘bark of tree; cloth’ 

 

(5.70) nodje-ka-kä 

testicle-CL.ROUND-CL.SKIN 

‘scrotum’ 

 

Seed: -hõ

 

(5.71) ore-hõ 

Brazil.nut.tree-CL.SEED 

‘Brazil-nut (fruit)’ 

 

(5.72) nowi-hõ 

chest-CL.SEED 

‘nipple’ 

 

Ashes: -kame

 

(5.73) pitxe-kame 

fire-CL.ASHES 

‘ashes (gen. name)’ 

 

(5.74) kutxe tuhä-kame  

tree    burned-CL.ASHES 

‘ashes from burned tree’ 

 

 

Flour: -to

 

(5.75) txitxi-to 

corn-CL.FLOUR 

‘corn flour’ 

 

(5.76) bore-to 

manioc-CL.FLOUR 

‘manioc flour’ 

 

Egg: -dje

 

(5.77) mino-dje 

fish-CL.EGG 

‘fish roe’ 

 

(5.78) paro-dje  

chicken-CL.EGG 

‘chicken egg’

 

Flower: -hawa

 

(5.79) ku-rawa 

tree-CL.FLOWER 

‘flower (gen. name)’
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Smoke: -no

 

(5.80) pitxe-no 

fire-CL.SMOKE 

‘smoke of fire’ 

 

(5.81) wa-kähe-no 

jaguar-sth that heats-CL.SMOKE 

‘fog’ 

 

(5.82) bekü-no 

sky-CL.SMOKE 

‘cloud’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fat: -tõ

 

(5.83) wa-tõ 

jaguar-CL.FAT 

‘jaguar fat’ 

 

(5.84) hipo-tõ  

animal-CL.FAT 

‘animal fat’ 

 

Oil:-ti

 

(5.85) ore-ti  

Brazilian nut-CL.OIL 

‘Brazilian nut oil’ 

 

 

(5.86) kume-ti  

peanut-CL.OIL 

‘peanut oil’ 

 

(5.87) txitxi-ti 

corn-CL.OIL 

‘corn oil’ 

 

 

 

 

Hair: -hi

 

(5.88) hõka-hi 

eye-CL.HAIR 

       ‘eyelash’ 

 

(5.89) hõra-hi  

???-CL.HAIR 

‘moustache’ 

 

 

(5.90) kuã-hi 

head-CL.HAIR 

‘hair (head)’ 
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Flesh/meat: -ni

 

(5.91) hõdji-ka-ni 

face-CL.ROUND-CL.FLESH 

‘cheekbone’ 

 

 

(5.92) hipo-ni 

animal-CL.FLESH 

‘meat’ 

 

Male (animals): -ro

 

(5.93) hõä-ro 

tapir-CL.MALE 

‘male tapir’ 

 

(5.94) uhiri-ro 

alligator-CL.MALE 

‘male alligator’

 

Horn: -meku 

 

(5.95) kudi-meku 

deer-CL.HORN 

‘deer horn’ 

 

Moqueca (a Brazilian dish): -txe

 

(5.96) hau-txe 

lizard-CL.MOQUECA 

‘moqueca of lizard’ 

 

(5.97) mino-txe  

fish-CL.MOQUECA 

‘moqueca of fish’ 

 

 

(5.98) menimi-txe 

monkey.sp-CL.MOQUECA 

‘moqueca of a species of monkey’ 

 

 

 

 

5.6 Diminutives/Augmentatives 

Nouns in Djeoromitxí can take diminutive and augmentative suffixes. The 

suffixes –titi and –txu derive a noun with a smaller referent than that of the original noun, 

whereas the morphemes –txitxi and burua derive a noun with a larger referent than that of 

the original noun. The semantic differences between these pairs of morphemes are not 

clear at this stage in the language study. Morphologically, except for burua, they all are 

suffixed to the noun.  
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Diminutive Augmentative 

-titi -txitxi 

-txu burua 

Table 7: Diminutive and augmentative morphemes 

 

(5.99) hõätxi-tä-txu 

banana.tree-CL.S.VERSION-DIM 

‘small banana (fruit)’ 

 

(5.100) mino-titi 

fish-DIM 

‘small fish’ 

 

(5.101) haku-txu 

machete-DIM 

‘small machete’ 

 

(5.101a) haku-txitxi 

machete-AUG 

‘big machete’ 

 

(5.102) bitä-txu  

bird-DIM 

‘small bird’ 

 

(5.102a) bitä-txitxi  

bird-AUG 

‘big bird’ 

The status of burua is not clear yet; it may simply be an adjective 'big' rather than 

a grammaticalized augmentative. Some possible evidence which supports the analysis of 

burua as an independent word is the fact that another adjective can be inserted between 

the modified noun and burua, as shown in (5.103-5.104).  

 

(5.103) hü     ma          ta     burua  txi       hõä    eni  re 

1SG  2.PART stone big       throw  tapir  to    F.PART 

I        2.PART stone big       throw  tapir  to    F.PART 

‘I threw a big stone on the tapir’ 

 

(5.104) hü     ma          ta        biro    burua  txi       hõä   eni  re 

1SG  2.PART  stone  black  big       throw  tapir  to    F.PART 

I        2.PART  stone  black  big       throw  tapir  to    F.PART 

‘I threw a big black stone on the tapir’ 
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Concerning diminutives and augmentatives, it is worth mentioning that their 

lexicalization (mainly the augmentative -txitxi) together with particular nouns is common. 

For instance in (5.104), pikuritxitxi does not correspond to a ‘big hawk’, but instead to a 

‘harpy’. Other examples of this type of lexicalization are given in (5.105-5.111). 

 

(5.104) pikuri-txitxi  

hawk-AUG 

‘harpy’ 

 

(5.105) mire-txitxi  

electric.eel-AUG 

‘a species of electric eel’ 

 

(5.106) tõo-txitxi 

armadillo-AUG  

‘greater long-nosed armadillo’ 

 

(5.107) wirewire-txitxi 

star-AUG 

‘a type of star’ 

(5.108) mioro-txitxi  

woodpecker-AUG 

‘Red Woodpecker’ 

 

(5.109) hau-txitxi  

lizard-AUG 

‘chameleon’  

 

(5.110) paro-txitxi 

chicken-AUG  

‘duck’ 

 

(5.111) mino-tä-titi  

fish-CL.S.VERSION-AUG 

‘piaba (fish type)’

 

5.7 Lexicalization involving the negative morpheme 

Another mechanism of lexicalization found in Djeoromitxí is the one involving 

the negative suffix (-tõ). This morpheme is not generally productive with nouns, but my 

dataset suggests that it can sometimes occur with them. An example of the non-

lexicalized use of negation in a noun is given in (3.6), in Chapter 3, and repeated as 

(5.112) below. Usually, however, negation on the noun results in a new, conventionalized 

nominal meaning, as exhibited in (5.113-5.116).  
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(5.112) hi-bo          dje-tõ 

1PL-equal  relative-NEG 

us-equal     relative-NEG 

‘like us, without relatives’ (not having relatives) 

 

(5.113) hõka-tõ  

eye-NEG 

‘blind’ 

 

(5.114) tädji-tõ  

wife-NEG 

‘single man’ 

 

(5.115) taro-tõ  

husband-NEG 

‘single woman’ 

 

(5.116) nipi-kü-tõ 

ear-CL.HOLE-NEG 

‘deaf’

5.8 Number marker 

Based on the dataset available for this paper, it seems that Djeoromitxí has only 

one general marker of number on nouns, which expresses collectivity. When speakers 

refer to plural nouns, there is no morphological change in the word. For instance, the 

form pako can mean ‘woman’ or ‘women’, depending on the pragmatic context. The 

collective form seems to occur only on animates. The collective is the suffix –rü (note 

that the same form also marks modifiers in some lexicalized compounds, see § 5.3 

above). Examples (5.117-5.120) illustrate the use of this morpheme. 

 

(5.117) hirü  pako-rü          bore       piri  

1PL  woman-COL  manioc  uproot 

we    woman-COL  manioc  uproot 

‘We, the women, uprooted the manioc’ 

 

(5.118) hikü       kukunono-rü  

maloca   people-COL 

‘the maloca is full of people’ 
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(5.119) hotõ,            e-rotõ-rü,                       e-käkä-ä  

grandfather  3-grandfather-COL        3-scream-NMLZ 

grandfather  their-grandfather-COL  their-scream-NMLZ 

‘the old man, their old men, their scream’ 

 

(5.120) djiri    tarotaro-tä-rü   äno 

child  frog-son-COL   see 

‘The child saw the baby frogs.’ 

As noted above, –rü is more likely to appear on animate nouns (as in 5.117-5.120 

extracted from texts), rather than on inanimate ones. Example (5.121) was obtained in 

elicitation, and although the informant agreed that it was an acceptable sentence, he 

pointed out that it does not sound natural.  

 

(5.121) # na    ma           hakutä-rü   wa     re 

1SG  2.PART  knife-COL  took  F.PART 

he     2.PART   knife-COL took  F.PART 

‘He took the knives’ 

 

The collective marker takes a different form in nouns djiri (‘child’) and pako 

(‘woman’) in (5.122-5.123); however, more investigation needs to be done in order to 

verify if there are other collective markers, or if they vary according to semantic 

categories (or for some other reason not easy to hypothesize at this stage in the study of 

the language). 

 

(5.122) djiri ‘child’ 

djirütätä ‘children’ 

 

(5.123) pako ‘woman’ 

pakotätä ‘women’ 
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Chapter 6:  Demonstratives and Personal Markers 

This chapter discusses demonstratives, personal marker, possessives, obligatory 

possession, and numerals. 

 

6.1 Demonstratives 

Djeoromitxí has five deictic demonstratives: neu, newi, bupe, newe, and neni. Neu 

is used to indicate that the referent is close to the speaker; newi when the referent is 

closer to the addressee; bupe when it is far from the speaker and addressee. The form 

newe is the equivalent of neu for non-human entities. It seems that this distinction is only 

made in the singular form. Finally, neni is the plural form of newi and neu. It is not yet 

clear if there is a plural form for bupe. Demonstratives are always placed before the noun. 

Table 8 summarizes the demonstrative paradigm in Djeoromitxí. 

 

 Singular Plural 

Referent close to the 

speaker 

neu (for human nouns) 

newe (for non-human and 

inanimate nouns) neni 

Referent close to the 

addressee 
newi 

Referent far from the 

speaker and addressee 
bupe 

Table 8: Deictic demonstrative paradigm in Djeoromitxí 

 

(6.1) nama  neu   hi-kä       djidjiru 

then   this  1PL-skin  get.cold 

then   this   our-skin   get.cold 

‘Then this skin gets cold.’  

 

(6.2) newi  txeno-bo  

this   light-equal 

‘Like this light’ 
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(6.3) bupe  pako       ma            hibzi      õ       Ø-ri        re 

that   woman    2.PART   chicha   give   1SG-to  F.PART 

that   woman    2.PART   chicha   give   me-to    F.PART 

‘That woman gave me chicha’ 

 

(6.4) na   ma           newe  mino   wa   re 

3     2.PART  this     fish     get   F.PART 

he   2.PART   this     fish    get   F.PART 

‘He got this fish’ 

 

(6.5) neni   djirütätä   bü   re 

those  boys        cry  F.PART 

‘Those boys are crying’ 

 

6.2 Personal markers 

 

Person 

Independent 

Subject 

Pronoun 

Possessive O/S A 

1SG hü Ø Ø Ø 

1PL hirü hi- hi- hi- 

2 adje a- a- a- 

3 na i/e- i-/e- i- 

Table 9: Personal markers paradigm in Djeoromitxí 

 

6.2.1 Independent and bound pronouns 

Independent pronouns in Djeoromitxí can only occupy the subject position, and 

they can be the head of the noun phrase. In object position only the bound forms are used. 

Pronouns (both free and bound) encode the categories of person, with number 

distinguished only in the first person (hü ‘1SG’, and hirü ‘1PL’). It seems that for 
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intransitive verbs the subject (more often with third person) is optional when in the 

presence of the bound pronoun, or the bound morpheme can be omitted when in the 

presence of the subject or the independent pronoun. The independent pronoun can only 

be dropped with transitive verbs when it was previously mentioned in the discourse. 

 

(i) The independent pronoun can be the head of the NP and acts as the subject. 

 

(6.6) [hü]NP kukä  wa 

1SG    cloth  take 

I          cloth  take 

‘I took the cloth.’ 

 

(6.7) [na]NP wa   küdje  

 3       dog  look.for 

s/he    dog  look.for 

‘He looked for the dog.’ 

 

(6.8) [na]NP Ø-äno 

3         1SG-see 

he me-see 

‘He saw me.’ 

 

(6.9) [hirü]NP a-äno      ne 

1PL       2.O-see   F.PART 

we         you-see   F.PART 

‘We saw you.’ 

 

(6.9a) *[hirü]NP [adje]NP äno   ne 

1PL         2.O       see   F.PART 

we         you         see   F.PART 

‘We saw you.’ 

(ii) In intransitive verbal constructions, the subject is optional when in the presence of the 

bound pronoun, or the bound morpheme can be optional when in the presence of the 
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subject or the independent pronoun. This implies that the bound personal markers can 

change their status between pronominal markers (when they are not cross-referenced with 

the subject pronoun, i.e. when there is no independent pronoun in the sentence) and 

agreement markers (when both the independent pronoun and the bound personal marker 

coexist in the sentence). 

 

(6.10) na   i-kabu 

3     3-be.young 

he   3 be.young 

‘He’s young’ 

 

(6.11) i-kabu 

3-be.young 

‘He’s young 

 

(6.12) na    kabu 

3      be.young 

he    be.young 

‘He’s young.’ 

 

 

(6.13) adje  a-kabu 

2       2-be.young 

you   2-be.young 

‘You’re young.’ 

 

(6.14) a-kabu 

2-be.young 

‘You’re young.’ 

 

(6.15) na    wetxi  

3      escape 

he    escape 

‘He escaped’ 

 

 

(iii) In transitive verbs person marking on the verb encodes the object argument (O) only. 

Subjects may be dropped completely when previously established in the discourse. 

 

(6.16) txiü-tä                       torotoro  küdje  

man-CL.S.VERSION frog          look.for 

boy                           frog         look.for 

‘The boy was looking for the frog.’ 

 

e-küdje  

3.O-look.for 

him-look.for 

‘He looked for him’ 
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(6.17) naä   wetxi, djeü  

then  run     hide  

‘Then he ran and hid.’ 

 

(6.18) a-äno 

2-see 

you-see 

‘I saw you’ 

 

The bound pronoun functions as the object of transitive verbs and the subject of 

intransitive verbs. Therefore Djeoromitxí clearly has an ergative system in the bound 

personal marker paradigm. However, it is important to notice that there are independent 

pronouns in S and A positions, whereas object pronouns are always bound (see above), 

suggesting that actually both nominative-accusative and ergative patterns are present in 

the personal paradigm. In sum, the independent pronoun is optional when it is indicating 

the subject of an intransitive verb, but is usually required when it indicates the subject of 

a transitive verb. Intransitive and descriptive verbs have the same morphosyntactic 

behavior with respect to pronominal arguments.  

 

(6.19) hü     Ø-hõmedjü 

1SG  1SG-slow 

I        1SG-slow 

‘I am slow.’ 

 

(6.20) adje a-hõmedjü 

2      2-be.slow 

you  2-be.slow 

‘You are slow.’ 

 

(6.21) hü    a-äno    re 

1SG 2.O-see F.PART 

I       you-see F.PART 

‘I saw you’ 
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(6.22) hi-notõ-hä          hi-hõtxi 

1PL-sleep-ASP 1PL-wake.up 

we-sleep-ASP   1PL-wake.up 

‘We slept, we woke up.’ 

 

(6.23) i-notõ 

3-sleep 

he-sleep 

‘he’s sleeping’ 

 

(6.24) hü     i-küdje  

1SG  3-to.look.for 

I        it-to.look.for 

‘I looked for it.’ 

 

(6.25) i-notõ-hä  

3-sleep-ASP 

he-sleep-ASP 

‘He’s asleep’ 

 

The form e- for third person seems to be present only in narrative texts, for 

reasons that are not yet clear. Examples (6.26-6.27) demonstrate the use of this form. 

 

(6.26) kudi  e-txi 

deer  3-to-throw 

deer  him-to-throw 

‘The deer threw him.’ 

 

(6.27) e-rowa     pawü 

3-song     talk 

his-song  talk 

‘He used to teach his song’ 
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6.2.2 Possessives 

The morpheme djewetxia functions as a possessive marker in Djeoromitxí, while 

the possessor is marked by the pronominal prefix. The possessor prefixes can be attached 

to djewetxia or to the noun. The possessed NP must always be present. In this sense I can 

say that the possessor-possessed relationship is signaled by juxtaposition, with Possessor 

NP and djewetxia + Possessed NP, or by the personal prefix and the Possessed NP. For 

the first person singular, only djewetxia and the noun are used; see 6.33 below. 

 

(6.28) pako     nika 

woman house (maloca) 

‘woman’s house’ 

 

(6.29) i-nika 

3-house 

her-house 

‘her house’ 

 

(6.30) a-djewetxia nika 

2-POSS       house 

your-POSS house 

‘Your house’ 

 

(6.31) a-nika 

2-house 

your-house 

‘Your house’

 

As seen in Table 9, the first person singular is marked as Ø as possessive and 

subject and object marker (as in 6.19 and 6.8 respectively). According to some speakers, 

it is possible to express first person with only the noun (as in 6.32); however; for the sake 

of clarity (avoiding ambiguous meaning), they prefer to express this person with the 

possessive morpheme djewetxia, as (6.33). 

 

(6.32) kõaka ‘my head’ 

nika ‘my house’ 

(6.33) djewetxia kõaka ‘my head’ 

djewetxia nika ‘my house’ 
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6.2.3 Obligatory possession 

In Djeoromitxí some simple nouns, mostly kin terms and body parts, are lexically 

marked as obligatorily possessed. When obligatory possessed nouns appear without an 

overt possessor, they must take a default prefix, either i- or hi-, which stands in for a 

possessor, as in (6.34). Note that the form i- is also the third person singular possessive 

pronoun. 

 

(6.34) kõaka ‘head’  

Unpossessed forms 
hi-kõaka ‘head’ 

i-kõaka ‘head’ 

Possessed forms 

djewetxia kõaka ‘my head’ 

a-kõaka ‘your head’ 

Thiago kõaka ‘Thiago’s head’ 

 

In some circumstances, the unpossessed form indicates that a particular body part 

is not attached to a body anymore, or the identification of the (former) possessor is not 

relevant, as illustrated in (6.35). 

 

(6.35) dji ‘bone’ 

me dji ‘snake’s bone’ 

i-dji ‘bone’ (for example the animal bone that one will use for making necklace) 

During the collection of wordlists in elicitation sessions, elder and/or non-

educated (illiterate) speakers tended to provide words as citation forms (the word form 

produced in isolation) for body parts and kinship terms with the unpossessed morphemes, 

whereas the indigenous teachers, maybe by influence of Portuguese, almost never 
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provided these words with any marker. In my corpus kinship terms also appear without 

any marker when previously mentioned in the discourse, as in (6.36). 

 

(6.36) tä    hito-ä 

son heal/pray-NMLZ 

‘my son’s healing’ 

 

 Table 10 lists some examples of body part and kinship terms. 

 

Body part Kinship 

i-kuãka ‘head’ i-dji ‘mother’ 

i-note ‘tongue’ i-tä ‘son’ 

i-oroka ‘throat’ i-kure ‘grandmother’ 

i-nikü ‘buttocks’ i-hotõ ‘grandfather’ 

i-bä ‘liver’ i-djitxe ‘mother-in-law’ 

Table 10: Some body part and kinship terms 

Now, however, some evidence has been found that noun classifiers can bear an 

unpossessed form; however, more study needs to be done. One example is the noun 

classifier –dje ‘egg’, which can be used with the morpheme i- referring to an egg that will 

be used for cooking (i-dje). 

 

6.3 Numerals 

Numerals in Djeoromitxí present different formations according to the numerical 

values. The system is based on the numbers for ‘one’ and ‘two’, and the words for ‘hand’ 

and ‘foot’. It has a specific name for ‘one’ (oitxi or uitxi, dialectal variation) and ‘two’ 

(djebo). From 3 to 9, the numerals are formed by djebo (repeated up to 4 times to indicate 
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multiples of 2) and honotõ, which seems to mean ‘plus one’. For example, ‘four’ is djebo 

djebo, and ‘five’ is djebo djebo honotõ. From 10 to 20, the accounting is based on the 

word ‘hand’ and ‘foot’ (which has five fingers/toes) as well as ‘one’ and ‘two’. 

Numerical values more than 20 are expressed as nota (‘a lot’). These numerals are 

illustrated in (6.37). 

 

(6.37)

1 – uitxi/oitxi 

2 – djebo 

3 – djebo honotõ 

4 – djebo djebo 

5 – djebo djebo honotõ 

6 – djebo djebo djebo 

7 – djebo djebo djebo honotõ 

8 – djebo djebo djebo djebo 

9 – djebo djebo djebo djebo honotõ 

10 – nihu  djebo 

hand  two  

 

15 – nihu  djebo pa   (nihure) uitxi 

        hand  two   foot (toes)     one 

20 – nihu  djebo pa    djebo 

        hand  two   foot   two

 

Morphosyntactically within the noun phrase, numbers are placed after the noun, 

as in (6.38-6.39), and when they are in an object NP, the verb carries an i- morpheme, 

which seems to be the third person marker, as in (6.40-6.41). 

 

(6.38) txiü oitxi  

man one 

‘One man’ 

 

(6.39) txiü djebo  

man two 

‘Two men’ 

 

(6.40) hü     ma          wa       djebo honotõ  i-äno        re 

1SG  2.PART jaguar        three         3-to.see    F.PART 

I        2.PART jaguar        three         3-to.see    F.PART 

‘I saw three jaguars’ 
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(6.41) bätxe         hü     ma          mino nota   i-wa            re 

yesterday  1SG  2.PART fish   a.lot   3-take/grab  F.PART 

yesterday   I       2.PART fish   a.lot   3-take/grab  F.PART 

‘Yesterday I got many fish’ 

 

hü ma [i-djebo]NP  i-õ          Ø-djewetxia tä    ri   re 

1SG    AF-two      AF-give  1SG-POSS  son  to  F.PART  

I          AF-two      AF-give   my              son  to  F.PART 

‘I gave two of them to my son’ 
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Chapter 7:  Conclusions 

This work presented a review of the Djeoromitxí phonology, based on Pires 

(1992), Ribeiro, M. (2008), Ribeiro and van der Voort (2010), and my own analysis. It 

also reviewed and added some more description of the simple noun phrase, having as a 

base Pires (1992), and Ribeiro and van der Voort (2010). Obviously the present analysis 

is not conclusive, and there are still a lot of gaps to be filled. The phonology of the 

language needs to have a more conclusive explanation of nasality. All the descriptions 

available, including this one, present gaps.  

A better understanding of Djeoromitxí is still needed in order to draw a better 

picture of the relation to the Jabutí family and the Macro-Jê stock. Ribeiro and van der 

Voort (2010) made a big step in providing adequate and consistent grammatical 

information that proved that the Jabutí family, which for decades was considered an 

isolated family, is part of the Macro-Jê stock. These linguists provided and compared the 

reconstructions of Jabutí family (Proto-Jabutí) and Jê family (Proto-Jê), providing lexical 

and morphological evidence, showing that the Jabutí family is more closely related to the 

Jê family. Although they did a very convincing analysis, there are still some issues to be 

resolved, because of limited data. 

The syntax of the Jabutí languages needs a lot of work to be understood. At this 

point, it is an almost impossible task to do a reliable description of Arikapú syntax, since 

there is only one elder speaker and she cannot really provide texts; this language is 

definitely in a highly endangered situation. Due to the progressive endangerment of 

Djeoromitxí, the documentation of this language is very urgent, and must be done before 

it reaches the state of Arikapú. 
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